mayorality
friday night
Babson's newly elected mayor, Julie Seizeher, pulled out the first cork to start the spirits and merriment flowing in the annual tradition of spring weekend.

A rhythm and blues group set the mood but several Babson men were seen sulking in a corner when the watering hole suddenly dried up shortly after nine. But the wails and lament were nicely drowned out to the melodic echoes of rhythm and blues.

Saturday a boat equipped with a band, a rudder and three seagulls left Rowe's Wharf in Boston Harbor for a scenic paddle. The god's proclaimed rain and wind with the Babson men supplying the occasional fog. Wine flowed but electricity did not since somebody forgot the extension cord.

Bumps, grinds, rools, jumps, and twists replaced the sedate victorian steps of the past generation as the Babson Spring Weekend finally drew to a reluctant close Saturday night on the Parker House Roof. A relaxed atmosphere and an exciting rhythm and blues-folk music combination ended a memorable weekend.
twist
mash potatoe
chicken scratch

u.t.
slop
waltz
saturday night